Infrared thermospectroscopic 2D and 3D imaging of confined drying process
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Abstract

In this work is presented an InfraRed (IR) imaging technique allowing one to retrieve quantitative concentration and temperature maps with relatively fast acquisition times [1]. Dynamic samples can be imaged with micrometric spatial resolution and a complete study of coupled heat and mass transfer phenomena can be realized on the basis of these images. A proof-of-concept of this technique is realized on a model transient problem: the drying of a µL drop of colloidal dispersion in confined geometry [2]. Quantitative maps of concentration and temperature everywhere in the drop inside the cell of the thermospectrometer are retrieved. Transport phenomena like colloids re-distribution inside the droplet due to inhomogeneous drying can be highlighted by this mean. A numerical inverse method based on the acquired images is also established, allowing one to estimate intrinsic properties of the studied material as the diffusivity coefficient [3]. Also, thermal images of the same drying process are presented and temperature gradients establishing themselves due to the vaporization enthalpy are measured and validated using a thermal model of the confined drop. Finally, to extend the setup sensitivity to the thickness of the sample, an IR tomography technique inspired of confocal microscopy is applied on the ending result of a confined dying of silica dispersion: a millimetric silica gel. By this method, tomographs of both spectroscopic and thermal signals are realized on the studied sample, providing fruitful informations from within the silica gel. These 2D and 3D imaging techniques could find many applications as new tools for non-destructive control problematics, ranging from material design to living tissue inspection.

Fig. 1. (Top) Images of absorbance (λ = 4 µm) of the silica dispersion drop at 3 different instants of its drying. (Bottom) Tomographs of transmitted intensity (λ = 4 µm) of the ending result of a confined drying.
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